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ABSTRACT
Recent observational evidence, numerical simulations and theoretical arguments seem
to indicate that stellar mass black holes (BH) persist in stellar systems such as globular
star clusters for much longer than previously thought. Previously, theory implied that
the BH would segregate into a compact system with short dynamical time scales, and
that the BH would escape long before the present. But stellar systems can exist in
a state of balanced evolution, where the energy generated in the core is regulated
by the process of two-body relaxation in the bulk of the system. If the system has a
centrally concentrated BH subsystem and there is no massive central BH, then the
energy is generated by three-body encounters in the core of this subsystem. Therefore,
in balanced evolution, the evolution of the BH subsystem is regulated by the much
longer time scales of the host system. In the present paper the implications of these
results for idealized nuclear star clusters (NSC) are discussed. Though previous theory
implied that BH would be almost absent from many NSC – those with relatively short
dynamical time scales – it is argued here that, based on the results of idealized models,
many such NSC could still be host to substantial BH subsystems.
Key words: galaxies: nuclei – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and dynam-
ics
1 INTRODUCTION
The traditional view of the behaviour of stellar mass black
holes (BH) in stellar systems such as globular clusters is
as follows: the BH rapidly segregate to the centre of the
cluster, form binaries and eject each other in super-elastic
encounters, as argued by Kulkarni, Hut & McMillan (1993)
and Sigurdsson & Hernquist (1993). These arguments imply
that globular clusters should be almost completely devoid
of BH. This view has been significantly challenged recently
from the observational evidence of two BH (perhaps imply-
ing a total population as large as 100) in the globular cluster
M22 (Strader et al 2012). Numerical simulations have also
indicated that BH could persist in systems like globular clus-
ters for longer then previously thought (Merritt et al 2004;
Mackey et al 2008; Banerjee et al 2010; Aarseth 2012; Hurley
& Shara 2012; Morscher et al 2012; Sippel & Hurley 2012).
A new theoretical treatment by Breen & Heggie (2013) also
predicted longer time scales for the depletion of BH, which
they checked with numerical simulations of idealized globu-
lar clusters.
The treatment of Breen & Heggie (2013) begins simi-
larly to the traditional view, that is that most of the BH
quickly segregate to the centre of the system. There the BH
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are concentrated together forming a subsystem of BH, which
rapidly undergoes core collapse. The traditional view is that
this subsystem then behaves as if it were independent from
the host system. However this is not the case; the BH sub-
system sits in the deep potential well of the other stars, and
there is an exchange of kinetic energy between the BH and
the other stars in the system. As the other stars make up
the bulk of the mass in the system, they determine the flow
of energy, and thus regulate the amount of energy supplied
by the BH subsystem, and hence its size. The energy sup-
plied by the BH subsystem in turn has to be supplied by
the core of the BH subsystem. This is done by the produc-
tion and subsequent hardening of BH binaries. When these
mechanisms are in balance, ultimately it is the host system
which regulates the production of energy in the core of the
BH subsystem. The escape of BH binaries and single BH is
a byproduct of the energy generation process, and is there-
fore also regulated by the host system. Hence the life time
of the BH subsystem is determined by the relaxation time
scale in the much larger host system and not by the much
shorter timescale of the BH subsystem. Eventually, however,
the BH subsystem does become seriously depleted, and then
the system undergoes another core collapse until binary ac-
tivity among the other stars becomes efficient enough, and
balanced evolution is restored.
NSC in galaxies have typical masses in the range 106 to
107Msun (Walcher et al 2005, also see Fig 2 in the present
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paper), which is a factor 10 to 102 greater than the me-
dian globular cluster mass (8.1 × 104, see Heggie & Hut
2003). NSC are very frequent, with around 75% of galaxies
containing them (Coˆte et al 2006). NSC also have half-
mass relaxation times larger than those of globular clusters
(Merritt 2009). The median half-mass relaxation time of the
NSC in Fig 2 is 3.3× 109, assuming an average stellar mass
of 1Msun. Nevertheless, as with globular star clusters, the
random gravitational encounters between stars can substan-
tially affect the structure of these systems, especially for
more massive components and in the core. Ignoring the pos-
sible presence of a massive BH, NSC would be expected to
evolve dynamically in a similar way to globular star clus-
ters, that is, towards balanced evolution sustained by en-
ergy generation involving binaries. However Miller & Davies
(2012) argued that the traditional mechanism of energy gen-
eration involving binaries would not be able to provide the
energy necessary if the central velocity dispersion exceeded
∼ 40kms−1 because in that case BH binaries would coallesce
by emission of gravitational radiation before having time to
interact dynamically with the other BH, and would then
escape due to the kick applied at the final merger. They
also argued that systems whose central velocity dispersion
exceeded that value would undergo a deep core collapse,
possibly leading to the formation of a massive central BH.
In the present paper we will reexamine the possibility of
BH subsystems in NSC in the light of the above recent ad-
vances in stellar dynamics. We will work with the aid of an
idealized NSC model, consisting of two components (the BH
and the other stars), ignoring the dynamical role of the rest
of the galaxy, and assuming that the galaxy does not har-
bour a central massive BH. We will assume as with globular
star clusters that He´non’s Principle (He´non 1975) applies,
i.e. that the energy generating rate of the core is regulated
by the bulk of the system. Except for the issue of kicks re-
sulting from merging BH binaries (see above) our discussion
is newtonian. In the next section we will consider the phases
through which the evolution of the NSC proceeds. Section 3
considers the evolution of an idealised NSC without dynam-
ically active binaries, where the only mechanism of energy
generation is escape of merged BH. This is followed by a sec-
tion of conclusions and discussion, where various constraints
on the existence of BH subsystems in NSC are discussed.
2 EVOLUTION OF BH SUBSYSTEMS IN NSC
The evolution of the core of a system containing a BH sub-
system is illustrated in Fig 1, which is based on the ideas in
Breen & Heggie (2013). The evolution has been divided into
four regions: region I, the segregation of the BH and forma-
tion of the dense central BH subsystem; region II, balanced
evolution powered by BH binaries; region III, the depletion
of the BH, ending in a second core collapse, this time in the
low-mass component; and region IV, the ultimate restora-
tion of balanced evolution, following the second core bounce.
The region a system will be in at the present time will de-
pend on its age and its evolutionary time scale, which in
turn depends on the parameters of that system. In the ide-
alistic case of a system consisting of two populations, the
BH and the other stars, these parameters are the half mass
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the evolution of the core ra-
dius in an idealized star cluster with a BH subsystem. The di-
agram is divided into four regions I, II, III and IV. In region I
the BH segregate to the core forming the BH subsystem, which
rapidly undergoes core collapse. This is followed by region II,
where the system exists in a state of balanced evolution, i.e. the
core of the BH subsystem adjusts so that the energy it produces,
through three-body interactions, balances the flow of energy by
relaxation in the bulk of the system. As the BH population be-
comes depleted in region II, in region III the system undergoes
another core collapse. Finally in region IV balanced evolution is
restored, although now the core of the low-mass stars needs to be
more compact to allow the formation and interaction of binaries
composed of the less massive stars.
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Figure 2. ref and M of a compilation of NSC (unfilled circles,
data from Seth et al 2008) and a sample of globular star clus-
ters (filled circles, data from Marks & Kroupa 2010). The dashed
lines correspond to systems with trh = 10
8, 109, 1010, 1011 from
bottom to top. The upper solid line represents systems for which
0.3trh equals a Hubble time, and the lower solid curve represents
those where the number of BH in the system falls to about 40
(T40, see text for assumptions) in a Hubble time. This line is
not present in the far left of the figure as the systems there are
not massive enough to produce 40 BH under our assumptions.
The regions in the figure are summarised in the text and in Fig 1
which adds a fourth region. Region II, between the two solid lines,
is where systems containing a substantial centrally concentrated
BH subsystem are expected to exist. See text for further details.
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relaxation time, the stellar mass ratio of the two components
and finally the total mass ratio of the two components.
For a star cluster with N stars and a Kroupa IMF
(Kroupa 2001) one would expect ∼ 2× 10−3N BH to form
(Banerjee et al 2010). Assuming that the BH are typically
more massive than other stars by a factor 20, then the total
mass in BH is ∼ 4% of the total cluster mass (M). To be
conservative, in the present paper we will assume that the
total mass in BH is always ∼ 2% of M initially. We will also
make the simplifying assumption that the initial half mass
relaxation time (trh,i) of a NSC is approximately the same
as the present value trh. The effects of this assumption are
discussed in Section 4.
Now we discuss the timescales of the various phases
in Fig. 1. A direct N-body simulation of an idealized two-
component star cluster with N = 64k by Breen & Heggie
(2013)1 indicated that it takes ≈ 0.3trh,i for the bulk of
the stellar mass BH to segregate to the centre of the cluster
and undergo core collapse. In realistic systems the segrega-
tion time scale for the BH depends on a number of factors,
mainly the initial spatial distribution of BH and the stellar
masses of the BH. In an unpublished N -body simulation of
the Galactic globular cluster M4, for example, core collapse
of the BH subsystem took about 0.9trh,i. Nevertheless we
shall use the foregoing value as a guide, and assume that it
takes approximately 0.3trh for the BH subsystem to form
and reach core bounce. Therefore systems which are less
than 0.3trh old are still in the process of forming a BH sub-
system, i.e. in region I of Fig 1.
Shortly after this time balanced evolution is achieved,
and the BH population starts to become steadily depleted
(region II of Fig 1). The theoretical estimate from Breen &
Heggie (2013) of the timescale of this phase of evolution is
≈ 6trh,i. At some point there are insufficient BH remain-
ing to maintain balanced evolution. Breen & Heggie (2013)
argued that this happens when the number of BH reaches
about 40. In the present paper, we shall define the end of
the subsystem as the time when the number of BH reaches
40 and assume the system then enters region III. Here the
system is no longer in balanced evolution and undergoes
core collapse of the low-mass component. If there are no
BH remaining then the core collapses until new binaries are
formed from the other stars in the system, and then balanced
evolution is restored (region IV in Fig 1). If residual BH do
remain, then contraction of the core of low-mass stars is still
needed in order that interactions with the BH and with each
other become efficient enough.
Under our assumptions, there are two constraints for
the existence of a centrally concentrated subsystem of BH:
one, that the BH subsystem has had enough time to form
(i.e. the age of the system is greater than 0.3trh) and, two,
that the BH subsystem has not been greatly depleted (i.e.
the age of the system is less than 6trh). There is also a lower
limit to the total mass of the system of order 4×104Msun, as
enough BH must form (> 40) to evolve to a BH subsystem,
as defined in the present paper.
The total masses and effective radii ref (half light radii)
are plotted in Fig. 2 for a number of NSC (Seth et al 2008).
1 The parameters of the run were N = 64k, total mass ratio
0.02, and stellar mass ratio 20.
The dashed lines in the plot represent lines of constant trh,
which is defined as in Spitzer (1987), except that ref has
been used in place of the half mass radius. Our two con-
straints are represented by the solid black lines, which means
that we can rule out the existence of dense central BH sub-
systems in regions I & III (which correspond to region I and
regions III and IV, respectively, in Fig. 1). However, it is
important to remember that, in region I, centrally concen-
trated BH subsystems have not had time to form, though
they could still be in the process of forming. Region II in
Fig. 2 is the region of interest in the present paper, where
the NSC are still expected to contain BH subsystems (based
on arguments and assumptions made so far.)
Finally in this section we will consider the critical cen-
tral three dimensional velocity dispersion of ∼ 40kms−1 (see
Introduction). This is represented as the dot-dash line in Fig.
2, assuming that σ2 ∼ GM/ref . Miller & Davies (2012) ar-
gued that above ∼ 40kms−1 the BH binaries would merge
quickly as a result of emission of gravitational radiation and
be promptly kicked out of the cluster. This would not allow
the binaries to produce energy by the traditional mecha-
nism of dynamical interactions involving binaries. However
they neglected the energy generated by the escape of mass
from the centre of the system. It can be shown from the
theoretical arguments of Goodman (1984) that, in a system
of equal masses in Newtonian dynamics, the amount of en-
ergy generated by escaping stars/binaries is ∼ 50% of the
total energy generated, the rest being produced by encoun-
ters which result in an increase in the binding energy of the
binary but do not result in generating escapers. As a re-
sult, we find that energy production, in systems in which
BH binaries escape without engaging in three-body inter-
actions, appears to be less efficient than in those in which
three-body encounters have time to act, but only by a factor
of about 2 for one-component systems. (Preliminary results
from two-component systems indicate a factor in the range
2–5 depending on the stellar mass ratio; see Sec.3.) The ef-
fect of this is that the lower solid line in Fig.2 rises by an
amount corresponding to a factor 2–5 increase in trh, in the
region where σ > 40. Detailed evidence on this issue, in-
cluding the case of unequal masses, is presented in Section
3.
3 BALANCED EVOLUTION WITHOUT
BINARIES
Since our theoretical discussion of Region II in the Miller-
Davies regime is based on the notion of balanced evolution,
it is important to check that heating by loss of BH binaries
without dynamical interaction can adjust to produce the
flow of energy in the bulk of the system. Indeed this mecha-
nism is analogous to heating by loss of mass resulting from
stellar evolution. It has long been known that mass loss from
stellar evolution causes expansion in a star cluster (Apple-
gate 1986). However, it has recently been suggested that,
under the right circumstances, a star cluster could exist in
a state of balanced evolution powered by mass loss due to
stellar evolution (Gieles 2013). This is a similar mechanism
to the one suggested in the last paragraph of Sec.2.
To check that stellar systems can exist in a state of
balanced evolution without dynamically active binaries, but
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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merely through loss of mass as in the Miller-Davies regime,
we will now investigate the problem with an idealised model.
One way in which this can be done is to modify a direct N -
body integrator, in this case NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003; Nita-
dori & Aarseth 2012), to periodically check for binaries and
give their centre of mass a large velocity kick. If this is done
regularly enough and the velocity kick is large enough to
remove the binaries from the system, any significant energy
generation from dynamical interaction involving binaries is
prevented. While this treatment is fairly crude, it is enough
to test in principle if a star cluster can exist in balanced evo-
lution without dynamically active binaries. We begin with
the case of equal-mass systems, which allows us to test the
concept of balanced evolution powered by the ejection of bi-
naries in a simple and well understood case. Two-component
systems will be considered more briefly below.
In Fig. 3, two one-component N-body simulations are
compared, one which includes binary kicks and one which
does not. As can be seen in the figure, the evolution of rc
and rh is indistinguishable over the period of time shown,
except for fluctuations.
Now we relate this behaviour to the mass loss in these
systems. There are two distinct types of escapers in nor-
mal N -body simulations: those that result from two-body
evaporation and those that result from energy-generating
interactions in the core. These two types of escapers can be
distinguished by the relative squared velocity (i.e. v2/v¯2; for
example see Baumgardt et al 2002); two-body evaporation
produces escapers with v2/v¯2 . 2 and energy-generating
encounters produce escapers with v2/v¯2 & 2 (high-energy
escapers). As both runs should produce similar numbers
of escapers by two-body evaporation, we will ignore these
and concentrate on the amount of high-energy escapers. The
number of high-energy escapers, NHE , for both runs in Fig.
3 is plotted in Fig. 4. As can be see from Fig. 4 the high-
energy escape rate is a factor of ∼ 2 higher for the run with
binary kicks.
On the assumption that the rate of energy generation
is proportional to the rate of mass loss and the central po-
tential, this is what one would expect from the theory dis-
cussed in Sec.2, as mass loss is the only energy source and
this is only ∼ 50% as efficient an energy source as compared
with dynamically active binaries. Though this establishes
that mass loss can provide the energy required for “normal”
cluster evolution, the fact that it is only half as efficient as
energy production by three-body interactions does have an
important consequence: if applied to the case of systems con-
taining a BH subsystem, it implies that the BH population
would deplete itself in about half the time. This implies that
NSC in region II to the right of the dot-dash line depleted
their BH population faster than we have allowed for and we
can rule out systems in this area near the lower solid line.
Now we consider briefly the application of these ideas,
confirmed in the case of equal-mass systems, in the case of
two-component systems, which we are using to model the
evolution of clusters with a dense central BH subsystem.
The one-component systems in Fig 3 undergo a deep core
collapse which increases the central potential significantly.
In Fokker-Planck single-component models, for example, the
ratio of the central potential to the mean square stellar speed
more than doubles during core collapse (Cohn 1980). If a
BH subsystem is present the host system does not undergo
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Figure 3. The evolution of the core radius (rc) and half mass ra-
dius (rh) (N-body units) of two one-component star clusters with
N = 8k stars. In one of the runs, every 1 N-Body time unit, all the
binaries found in the system received a large velocity kick to their
centre of mass (solid line). The kicks were large enough to ensure
that those binaries escaped from the system. This prevented the
binaries from having any significant dynamical interaction with
the other stars. In the other run (dashed line) no velocity kicks
were used and the binaries were allowed to interact dynamically
with the other stars in the system. There is surprisingly little dif-
ference in the evolution of both rc and rh, although there is a
significant difference in the amount of high-energy escapers (see
Fig. 4).
such a deep collapse and possibly may not collapse at all;
though core collapse does occur in the heavy component, the
heavy component contributes only of order 10% of the cen-
tral potential (Breen & Heggie 2013). As the effectiveness
of energy generation by the ejection of mass is proportional
to the central potential, this energy source may be less ef-
ficient in a system containing a BH subsystem than in the
one-component model show in Fig 3. Empirical results from
Breen & Heggie (2013) indicate that the amount of energy
generation due to the ejection of BH may be as little as only
∼ 20% of the total. This implies that the rate of mass loss in
a BH subsystem is increased by a greater factor (∼ 5) than
for the one-component models. Indeed results of two 64k N-
body simulations with the same initial conditions as used in
Breen & Heggie (2013) indicate a greater increase in mass
loss than seen in Fig. 4 (in the sense that mass-loss of high-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Total number of high-energy escapers over time for the
same runs as in Fig. 3. A high-energy escaper is one which escapes
with v2/v¯2 > 2, where v is the escaper’s velocity “at infinity”,
and v¯2 is the average three dimensional squared velocity. The run
which included binary kicks has a higher escape rate by a factor
∼ 2, as expected on theoretical grounds.
energy escapers is about 5 times higher in a system with
binary kicks than in one with normal binary activity). The
upshot of this is that the loss of efficiency (if BH binaries
cannot generate energy in three-body encounters) is greater
than the factor of about two which we find for equal-mass
models, and therefore the lifetime of the BH subsystem is
also shortened by more than a factor of 2.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Summary of conclusions
Based on an idealised two-component model, we have con-
sidered the possibility of the presence of substantial dense
central BH subsystems in NSC. From our analysis it seems
possible that a number of NSC could contain such BH sub-
systems. In Fig 2, we identified the region where dense cen-
tral BH subsystems are most likely to exist (region II). The
NSC in the other parts of Fig. 2 have either not had enough
time to allow for the segregation of the BH subsystem (re-
gion I) or have had sufficient time for the BH subsystem
to be significantly depleted due to a phase of balanced evo-
lution (region III). We have also shown in principle (see
Section 3) that in the Miller-Davies regime, where the BH
merge too quickly to allow dynamical interaction with other
BH, balanced evolution can still be achieved, but at the cost
of a higher BH escape rate and thus a reduced life time.
4.2 Formation of a supermassive BH
Miller & Davies (2012) argued that the runaway merger of
stars resulting from a deep core collapse, which follows the
depletion of the BH subsystem, results in the formation of a
central massive BH. From the results of the idealized mod-
els of Breen & Heggie (2013) it takes ∼ 10trh for a system
to reach the point of deep core collapse (i.e. “second core
bounce” in Fig.1). Therefore only systems below the second
lowest dashed line in Fig.2 could form an intermediate-mass
BH by this suggested mechanism. However the energy gen-
eration mechanism in the models of Breen & Heggie (2013)
is more efficient than for the case of rapid binary ejection
as a result of merger by gravitational wave emission, which
tends to delay the onset of second core bounce in those mod-
els. Taking this into account, the implication is that only
the NSC in region III (in Fig 2) bounded by the lower solid
curve and the dot dash line, might be able to create a cen-
tral massive BH by the mechanism suggested by Miller &
Davies (2012), unless either the evolution of the systems is
considerably faster than is estimated in the present paper,
or the systems were initially much more compact, and have
expanded into their present position (some consequences of
which are discussed in Section 4.4).
4.3 Evaporation
It is sometimes stated that the two-body evaporation time
scale (i.e. a few hundred trh,2, where trh,2 is the tiny half-
mass relaxation time of the BH subsystem) places a strong
constraint on the existence of a system of BH (e.g. Maoz
1998). This is reasonable if one is considering an isolated
system, but if a system of BH is embedded in a much larger
system (e.g. a NSC) evaporation can be substantially harder.
This is because most of the BH which evaporate from the
BH subsystem do not have high enough velocities to es-
cape from the host system, but return to the BH subsystem
on the mass segregation time scale. Breen & Heggie (2013)
found for a model they considered that mass loss through
evaporation was negligible, and that it was the effect of en-
ergy generation in the core which was the dominant cause
of mass loss. Therefore the evaporation timescale is not a
relevant constraint on the existence of BH subsystems in the
current context.
4.4 Simplifying assumptions
It is important to note that we are basing our conclusions
on the results of idealized models and we have ignored, for
example, the effects of stellar evolution, or the interaction
of the NSC with the rest of its host galaxy (Merritt 2009).
Some of these issues are briefly discussed in Breen & Heggie
(2013, see section 6.2). One of the most relevant issues in
more realistic systems is the effect of a massive central BH. A
massive central BH could act as an alternative energy source,
where energy is generated by the binding of stellar mass BH
to the the central massive BH. If this were happening there
would be a reduced need for energy generation by stellar
mass BH binaries, which ultimately reduces the escape rate
of stellar mass BH. This could potentially greatly prolong
the time scale of depletion of the BH subsystem. On the
other hand there is a sizeable class of galaxy where a central
BH, if present, is no more massive than the intermediate-
mass BH claimed in some globular clusters (Neumayer &
Walcher 2012).
Now we consider some of the approximations and sim-
plifications which we have made in the course of this paper,
and outline how some of these affect our results. Through-
out this paper we have assumed that trh,i ≈ trh, which is
an approximation for two reasons. One reason is that a stel-
lar system expands as energy is generated. This results in
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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an increase of trh with time. Using the theory of Breen &
Heggie (2013), in a system with an initial BH population of
≈ 0.02M it is expected that trh increases by a factor ≈ 3
over the life time of the BH subsystem. Assuming the total
mass loss is negligible, the systems in Fig 2 evolve by moving
upwards vertically. This means that systems in Fig 2 which
started in region II could have expanded into region I (and
similarly from region III to region II). Therefore it is possible
that some systems in region I contain a BH subsystem and
are in the process of expanding. It is also possible that region
II contains systems which originated in region III, but have
depleted their BH population in the process of reaching their
current position, or possibly have expanded as a result of
other energy generation mechanisms (e.g. stellar evolution).
The second reason why our time scales are approximate is
that we have also made the assumption that rh ≈ reff . In
reality reff is expected to be smaller due to projection ef-
fects and mass segregation (Hurley 2007). This implies that
we are underestimating the relaxation time (the solid and
dashed lines should shift slightly downwards in Fig 2) and
we are overestimating σ (the dot-dash line should shift to
the right). The latter implies that there are fewer systems
in the Miller-Davies regime than Fig. 2 indicates.
Finally in our discussion of simplifying assumptions
that we have made, we assumed that all BH that form in
a stellar system do not promptly escape as a result of na-
tal kicks. The subject of natal kicks for BH is still under
debate (Repetto et al 2012). Nevertheless natal kicks could
reduce the initial BH population to a fraction of the size
that has been assumed in the present paper (though we did
make a conservative assumption on the initial number of
BH, as mentioned in Sec.2). Given the estimates of Strader
et al (2012) of the present day BH population of M22 as
between 5 and 100, however, it is not unrealistic to assume
a significant initial BH population.
4.5 Formation of a NSC
NSC could have undergone a number of merger events,
which change both M and ref , either with other NSC as
their host galaxy undergoes mergers, or with globular clus-
ters dragged to the centre via dynamical friction. If the
mergers happen rapidly enough our approximations are still
appropriate for the subsequent evolution. Capuzzo-Dolcetta
& Miocchi (2008) simulated a sample of four massive globu-
lar clusters in the inner region of a triaxial galaxy and found
that they merged in much less than a Hubble time. How-
ever the merger process could also reduce the mass segrega-
tion time scale, as smaller systems undergo mass segregation
more quickly, and once they merge the mass segregation can
be inherited from the smaller systems (Vesperini et al 2007).
The implication is, again, that some NSC in Region I may
have already formed a BH subsystem.
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